Ambientes New Queer Latino Writing
Yeah, reviewing a books Ambientes New Queer Latino Writing could accumulate your near
friends listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, expertise does
not suggest that you have astonishing points.
Comprehending as competently as deal even more than extra will allow each success. neighboring to,
the message as skillfully as perspicacity of this Ambientes New Queer Latino Writing can be taken as
competently as picked to act.

to boost communication, recognizing its impact
on key business outcomes, such as productivity
and proﬁtability. This book oﬀers fresh insights
about opportunities to improve the quality of
employee communications based on employees’
needs. It highlights the importance of simple,
jargon-free communication that focuses on
dialogue and content. High-performing
organizations are more likely to think about
communication from the audience perspective,
rather than purely from the management
perspective. The case studies oﬀer readers a ﬁrm
understanding of ways to implement and
measure communication in daily practice.
Eﬀective communication requires planning and
this book, with its focus on the US, Latin America,
and emerging markets, will guide readers in
using communication in the alignment of
corporate and employee needs.
Blacktino Queer Performance E. Patrick
Johnson 2016-06-10 Staging an important new
conversation between performers and critics,
Blacktino Queer Performance approaches the
interrelations of blackness and Latinidad through
a stimulating mix of theory and art. The
collection contains nine performance scripts by
established and emerging black and Latina/o
queer playwrights and performance artists, each
accompanied by an interview and critical essay
conducted or written by leading scholars of black,
Latina/o, and queer expressive practices. As the
volume's framing device, "blacktino" grounds the
speciﬁcities of black and brown social and
political relations while allowing the contributors
to maintain the goals of queer-of-color critique.
Whether interrogating constructions of Latino
masculinity, theorizing the black queer male
experience, or examining black lesbian

The Oxford Latin Syntax Harm Pinkster 2015
The goal of this work is to present an up-to-date
successor to Keuhner-Stegmann's Ausfeuhrliche
Grammatik der lateinischen Sprache, taking into
account new editions of Latin texts with better
knowledge of the manuscripts, the publication
and study of texts unknown in KeuhnerStegmann's time, recent linguistic studies, and
new methods and models in linguistics.
20th Century Un-Limited Felice Picano 2013 The
20th Century is over and done with and nothing
can be changed. Or is it? Felice Picano’s two
short novels take delicious what-if peeks at
outwitting Time’s (seemingly) unbending Arrow.
In Ingoldsby, a handsome graduate student ﬁnds
himself caretaking a Midwestern architectural
treasure in which not everything or everyone is
what they seem—or when they seem either! But
a sexy newcomer challenges him to change all
that, for himself, and for a gay youth way out of
his own time. In Wonder City of the West, a man
too young in spirit to be at retirement age takes
a leap back to Golden Age Hollywood. He
encounters youth, friendship, a movie star lover,
and talents he never knew he possessed. But as
he succeeds beyond his dreams, he must ask—is
he merely a tool for a shadowy group with a far
larger purpose? Provocative, mind-bending,
sensual, and entertaining, 20th Century
Unlimited is an unexpected addition to an
established body of work by an author unafraid
to confound and surpass expectations.
Strategic Employee Communication Gail S.
Thornton 2018-10-06 Employee engagement (or
a lack thereof) can often be linked to poor
communication and a detachment from company
goals. Companies of all sizes are looking for ways
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relationships, the contributors present blacktino
queer performance as an artistic, critical,
political, and collaborative practice. These
scripts, interviews, and essays not only
accentuate the value of blacktino as a reading
device; they radiate the possibilities for thinking
through the concepts of blacktino, queer, and
performance across several disciplines. Blacktino
Queer Performance reveals the inevitable
ﬂirtations, frictions, and seductions that mark the
contours of any ethnoracial love aﬀair.
Contributors. Jossiana Arroyo, Marlon M. Bailey,
Pamela Booker, Sharon Bridgforth, Jennifer
Devere Brody, Cedric Brown, Bernadette Marie
Calafell, Javier Cardona, E. Patrick Johnson, Omi
Osun Joni L. Jones, John Keene, Lawrence La
Fountain-Stokes, D. Soyini Madison, Jeﬀrey Q.
McCune Jr., Andreea Micu, Charles I. Nero, Tavia
Nyong'o, Paul Outlaw, Coya Paz, Charles RiceGonzález, Sandra L. Richards, Matt Richardson,
Ramón H. Rivera-Servera, Celiany RiveraVelázquez, Tamara Roberts, Lisa B. Thompson,
Beliza Torres Narváez, Patricia Ybarra, Vershawn
Ashanti Young
From Macho to Mariposa Charles RiceGonzález 2011 Prepare yourself to dance in a
disco in Silver Lake, check out papis in Orchard
Beach, cross the border from Guatemala to
Mexico on your way to the U.S., see a puro
macho bathe in a river in Puerto Rico, make love
under a full moon in the Dominican Republic, sigh
at a tender moment in an orange grove in
Lindsay, visit a panaderia in Kansas, see a full
blown birthday party in Juarez, and be seduced
by a young artist in the South Bronx. These are
some of the stories in this collection of thirty gay
Latino writers from around the United States.
There are "don't mess with me" divas, alluring
bad boys, and sexy teenagers, but also
empowered youth for whom being queer is not a
question and a family that grows wings on their
heads. The infectious rhythms of House music in
New York City are adjacent to cumbia in Mexico,
next to reggaeton in Puerto Rico, alongside Latin
pop in L.A. and merengue in an east coast city.
But the spectrum of experiences and emotions
that inhabit our days gives these stories
dimension and gay/queer Latinos a common
ground. The stories are vibrantly varied and
clearly connected in this "era of lost signals" in
which we live.
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Contemporary Gay Romances Felice Picano 2011
Contemporary Gay Romances is the third
collection of short ﬁction by legendary novelist
and memoirist, Felice Picano (The Lure, Like
People in History, Ambidextrous). It is also his
most diverse in terms of the times, places,
themes, characters and situations he writes
about. Filled with the unexpected, the true, and
the amazing, Contemporary Gay Romances
moves with ease from gas-lit, upper class
London, to a future, climate-altered Bay Area;
from semi-rural Florida to Southern California
beaches, to an extrasolar planet where people
have surprising existences. His characters range
from ordinary American suburban housewives to
extraordinary children, from grieving young
geologists and memory-haunted middle aged
men, to British Midlands soccer stars and 22nd
Century war heroes. Picano subtitled this
collection of stylish, unique, and moving works
?Tragic, Comic, Mystic & Horriﬁc,” and they are
all that and more. The ten tales include prize
winners as well as stories published here for the
ﬁrst time, and are as diﬀerent from any standard
?romances” as you can get, but they will linger in
the mind and memory.
6th International Conference on the
Conservation of Earthen Architecture The
Getty Conservation Institute 1991-02-28 On
October 14-19, 1990, the 6th International
Conference on the Conservation of Earthen
Architecture was held in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Sponsored by the GCI, the Museum of New
Mexico State Monuments, ICCROM, CRATerreEAG, and the National Park Service, under the
aegis of US/ICOMOS, the event was organized to
promote the exchange of ideas, techniques, and
research ﬁndings on the conservation of earthen
architecture. Presentations at the conference
covered a diversity of subjects, including the
historic traditions of earthen architecture,
conservation and restoration, site preservation,
studies in consolidation and seismic mitigation,
and examinations of moisture problems, clay
chemistry, and microstructures. In discussions
that focused on the future, the application of
modern technologies and materials to site
conservation was urged, as was using scientiﬁc
knowledge of existing structures in the creation
of new, low-cost, earthen architecture housing.
Twelve O'Clock Tales Felice Picano 2012
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Twelve O’Clock Tales is the fourth collection of
short ﬁction by legendary novelist and memoirist,
Felice Picano (The Lure, Like People in History,
True Stories). A personal homage to the
storytellers of his youth, Edgar Allen Poe, E.F.
Benson, and H. P. Lovecraft, as well as his
acquaintances, Arthur C. Clarke and Harlan
Ellison. Eleven dark tales, eerie, bizarre, and
dreamlike, the tales will thrill and disturb,
discomfort and titillate, enthrall and leave you
wondering. Picano ranges across time and space,
from tribal West Africa to the American
heartland, to a lab in Venezuela, and a California
Highway ﬁfteen years from now. His characters
range from a teen accident survivor with a
secret, to a far-future scholar forced to travel to a
galactic backwater, to a retired L.A. cop who
dabbles in astrology, and a peasant girl in B.C.E.
Israel encountering the strangest of strangers.
The eleven tales include brand new stories and
acknowledged Picano masterworks collected here
for the ﬁrst time.
The Generation of '72 Brantley Nicholson
2014-03-21 Caught between the well-worn
grooves the Boom and the Gen-X have left on the
Latin American literary canon, the writing
intellectuals that comprise what the Generation
of '72 have not enjoyed the same editorial
acclaim or philological framing as the literary
cohorts that bookend them. In sociopolitical
terms, they neither fed into the Cold Warinﬂected literary prizes that sustained the Boom
nor the surge in cultural capital in Latin American
cities from which the writers associated with the
Crack and McOndo have tended to write. This
book seeks to approach the Generation of '72
from the perspective of cosmopolitanism and
global citizenship, a theoretical framework that
lends a fresh and critical architecture to the
unique experiences and formal responses of a
group of intellectuals that wrote alongside
globalization's ﬁrst wave.
A Stolen Life Jaycee Dugard 2011-07-12 A raw
and powerful memoir of Jaycee Lee Dugard's own
story of being kidnapped as an 11-year-old and
held captive for over 18 years On 10 June 1991,
eleven-year-old Jaycee Dugard was abducted
from a school bus stop within sight of her home
in Tahoe, California. It was the last her family and
friends saw of her for over eighteen years. On 26
August 2009, Dugard, her daughters, and Phillip
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Craig Garrido appeared in the oﬃce of her
kidnapper's parole oﬃcer in California. Their
unusual behaviour sparked an investigation that
led to the positive identiﬁcation of Jaycee Lee
Dugard, living in a tent behind Garrido's home.
During her time in captivity, at the age of
fourteen and seventeen, she gave birth to two
daughters, both fathered by Garrido. Dugard's
memoir is written by the 30-year-old herself and
covers the period from the time of her abduction
in 1991 up until the present. In her stark, utterly
honest and unﬂinching narrative, Jaycee opens
up about what she experienced, including how
she feels now, a year after being found. Garrido
and his wife Nancy have since pleaded guilty to
their crimes.
What Night Brings Carla Trujillo 2003-04 In 1960s
northern California, Marci Cruz and her sister,
Corin, attempt to show their mother the true
womanizing and abusing behaviors of their
father, as Marci begins to have feelings for other
girls.
Being Brown Lázaro Lima 2019-11-12 Being
Brown: Sonia Sotomayor and the Latino Question
tells the story of the country’s ﬁrst Latina
Supreme Court Associate Justice’s rise to the
pinnacle of American public life at a moment of
profound demographic and political
transformation. While Sotomayor’s conﬁrmation
appeared to signal the greater acceptance and
inclusion of Latinos—the nation’s largest
“minority majority”—the uncritical embrace of
her status as a “possibility model” and icon
paradoxically erased the fact that her success
was due to civil rights policies and safeguards
that no longer existed. Being Brown analyzes
Sotomayor’s story of success and
accomplishment, despite seemingly
insurmountable odds, in order to ask: What do
we lose in democratic practice when we allow
symbolic inclusion to supplant the work of
meaningful political enfranchisement? In a
historical moment of resurgent racism,
unrelenting Latino bashing, and previously
unimaginable “blood and soil” Nazism, Being
Brown explains what we stand to lose when we
allow democratic values to be trampled for the
sake of political expediency, and demonstrates
how understanding “the Latino question” can
fortify democratic practice. Being Brown provides
the historical vocabulary for understanding why
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the Latino body politic is central to the country’s
future and why Sonia Sotomayor’s biography
provides an important window into understanding
America, and the country’s largest minority
majority, at this historical juncture. In the
process, Being Brown counters “alternative facts”
with historical precision and ethical clarity to
invigorate the best of democratic practice at a
historical moment when we need it most.
Ambientes Lázaro Lima 2011-06-27 As the U.S.
Latino population grows rapidly, and as the
LGBTQ Latino community becomes more visible
and a more crucial part of our literary and artistic
heritage, there is an increasing demand for
literature that successfully highlights these
diverse lives. Edited by Lázaro Lima and Felice
Picano, Ambientes is a revolutionary collection of
ﬁction featuring stories by established authors as
well as emerging voices that present a collective
portrait of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
transgender experience in America today. With a
preface by Picano and an introduction by Lima
that sets the stage for understanding Latino
literary and cultural history, this is the ﬁrst
anthology to cross cultural and regional borders
by oﬀering a wide variety of urban, rural, East
Coast, West Coast, and midwestern perspectives
on Latina and Latino queers from diﬀerent walks
of life. Stories range from sensual pieces to
comical romances and from inner-city dramas
fueled by street language to portraits of gay
domesticity, making this a much-needed
collection for many diﬀerent kinds of readers.
The stories in this collection reﬂect a vibrant and
creative community and redeﬁne received
notions of “gay” and “lesbian.” Finalist, Over the
Rainbow selection, American Library Association
Finalist, LGBT Anthology, Lambda Literary
Awards Best Special Interest Books, selected by
the American Association of School Librarians
Best Special Interest Books, selected by the
Public Library Reviewers
Bodies of Inscription Margo DeMello 2000 An
ethnography of the tattoo community, tracing the
practice’s transformation from a mostly male,
working-class phenomenon to one adapted and
propagated by a more middle-class movement in
the period from the 1970s to the present.
Untangling the Knot Carter Sickels 2015-02-28
Untangling the Knot: Marriage, Relationships &
Identity, an anthology of essays and creative
ambientes-new-queer-latino-writing

nonﬁction, delves past the mainstream focus on
marriage equality—beyond the knot— to
examine the broad scope of issues facing
members of the LGBTQ community. The
collection sheds light on what marriage equality
actually means for queer communities. By
confronting the concept of tradition through
personal discourse, this volume seeks to create
conversation amongst the diverse members of
the LGBTQ community and their straight allies to
prompt a larger, grander, and more realistic
vision of what marriage equality really means for
those living in the United States. Untangling the
Knot: Marriage, Relationships & Identity includes
the voices of many individuals who are
underrepresented in the modern discourse
surrounding LGBTQ rights, and these unique
perspectives may change the direction of that
conversation for good.
Erasure and Resilience Adrian Zongrone
2020-03-11
The African Film Industry UNESCO 2021-10-01
Health Promotion Evaluation Practices in
the Americas Louise Potvin 2008-10-26 More
and more, health promotion is a crucial
component of public health, to the extent that
public health interventions are called on to prove
their eﬀectiveness and appraised for scientiﬁc
validity, a practice many in the ﬁeld consider
self-defeating. Health Promotion Evaluation
Practices in the Americas cogently demonstrates
that scientiﬁc rigor and the goals of health
promotion are less in conﬂict than commonly
thought, synthesizing multiple traditions from
countries throughout North, Central, and South
America (and across the developed-todeveloping-world continuum) for a volume that is
both diverse in scope and uniﬁed in purpose. The
book’s examples—representing robust
theoretical and practical literatures as well as
initiatives from Rio de Janeiro to American Indian
communities—explain why health promotion
evaluation projects require diﬀerent guidelines
from mainstream evaluative work. The editors
identify core humanitarian principles associated
with health promotion (participation,
empowerment, equity, sustainability,
intersectoral action, multistrategy, and
contextualism), while chapters highlight
challenges that must be mastered to keep these
principles and scientiﬁc objectives in sync,
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including: (1) Building health promotion values
into evaluation research projects. (2) Expanding
the use of evaluation in health promotion. (3)
Developing meaningful evaluation questions. (4)
Distinguishing between community-based
participation research and evaluation-based
participation. (5) Evaluating speciﬁcally for
equity. (6) Designing initiatives to foster lasting
social change. The applied knowledge in Health
Promotion Evaluation Practices in the Americas:
Values and Research can bring the goals of
intervention into sharper focus for practitioners,
evaluators, and decision-makers and facilitate
communication on all sides—necessary steps to
progress from study ﬁndings to real-world action.
Twelve O'Clock Tales Felice Picano 2012-04-01
Twelve O’Clock Tales is the fourth collection of
short ﬁction by legendary novelist and memoirist,
Felice Picano (The Lure, Like People in History,
True Stories). A personal homage to the
storytellers of his youth, Edgar Allen Poe, E.F.
Benson, and H. P. Lovecraft, as well as his
acquaintances, Arthur C. Clarke and Harlan
Ellison. Thirteen dark tales, eerie, bizarre, and
dreamlike, the tales will thrill and disturb,
discomfort and titillate, enthrall and leave you
wondering. Picano ranges across time and space,
from tribal West Africa to the American
heartland, to a lab in Venezuela, and a California
Highway ﬁfteen years from now. His characters
range from a teen accident survivor with a
secret, to a far-future scholar forced to travel to a
galactic backwater, to a retired L.A. cop who
dabbles in astrology, and a peasant girl in B.C.E.
Israel encountering the strangest of strangers.
The thirteen tales include brand new stories and
acknowledged Picano masterworks collected here
for the ﬁrst time.
Imagining Latinx Intimacies Edward A
Chamberlain 2020-08 Imagining Latinx Intimacies
addresses the ways that artists and writers resist
the social forces of colonialism, displacement,
and oppression through crafting incisive and
inspiring responses to the problems that queer
Latinx peoples encounter in both daily lives and
representation such as art, ﬁlm, poetry, popular
culture, and stories. Instead of keeping quiet,
queer Latinx artists and writers have spoken up
as a way of challenging stereotypes, prejudice,
and the lived experiences of estrangement and
physical violence. Artistic thinkers such as Gloria
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Anzaldúa, Frances Negrón-Muntaner, and Rane
Arroyo have challenged such socio-political
problems by imagining intimate social and
intellectual spaces that resist the status quo like
homophobic norms, laws, and policies that hurt
families and communities. Building on the
intellectual thought of researchers such as Jorge
Duany, Adriana de Souza e Silva, and José
Esteban Muñoz, this book explains how the
imagined spaces of Latinx LGBTQ peoples are
blueprints for addressing our tumultuous present
and creating a better future.--Alexandra
Gonzenbach Perkins, Assistant Professor of
Spanish, Texas State University
Red-Inked Retablos Rigoberto Gonz‡lez
2013-03-14 In the Mexican Catholic tradition,
retablos are ornamental structures made of
carved wood framing an oil painting of a
devotional image, usually a patron saint.
Acclaimed author and essayist Rigoberto
González commemorates the passion and the
pain of these carvings in his new volume RedInked Retablos, a moving memoir of human
experience and thought. The collection oﬀers an
in-depth meditation on the development of gay
Chicano literature and the responsibilities of the
Chicana/o writer.
Reading and Writing the World with Mathematics
Eric Gutstein 2012-09-10 Mathematics education
in the United States can reproduce social
inequalities whether schools use either "basicskills" curricula to prepare mainly low-income
students of color for low-skilled service jobs or
"standards-based" curricula to ready students for
knowledge-intensive positions. And working for
fundamental social change and rectifying
injustice are rarely included in any mathematics
curriculum. Reading and Writing the World with
Mathematics argues that mathematics education
should prepare students to investigate and
critique injustice, and to challenge, in words and
actions, oppressive structures and acts. Based on
teacher-research, the book provides a theoretical
framework and practical examples for how
mathematics educators can connect schooling to
a larger sociopolitical context and concretely
teach mathematics for social justice.
Love, Christopher Street Thomas Keith 2012
While the use of “Christopher Street” in the title
is immediate reference to gay New York City, the
essays in this volume represent dozens of places
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in New York including the ﬁve boroughs, Queens,
The Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan, and Staten
Island—and each of them speaks to the author's
feelings about, and experience of, being lesbian,
gay, bisexual, or transgendered in New York City.
Chapters in this volume range from personal
anecdote to memoir, reportage, diatribe, love
letter, history, herstory, and daydream, as well as
tributes to people, places, and events.
Chulito Charles Rice-González 2011 Set against
a vibrant South Bronx neighborhood and the
youth culture of Manhattan, Chulito is a comingof-age. coming out love story of a sexy Latino
man and the colorful characters that populate his
block -Beauty Salon Mario Bellatin 2021-09-21 Mario
Bellatin’s complex dreamscape, oﬀered here in a
brand-new translation, presents a timely
allegorical portrait of the body and society in
decay, victim to inscrutable pandemic. In a large,
unnamed city, a strange, highly infectious
disease begins to spread, aﬄicting its victims
with an excruciating descent toward death,
particularly unsparing in its assault of those on
society's margins. Spurned by their loved ones
and denied treatment by hospitals, the sick are
left to die on the streets until a beauty salon
owner, whose previous caretaking experience
extended only to the exotic ﬁsh tanks scattered
among his workstations, opens his doors as a
refuge. In the ramshackle Morgue, victim to
persecution and violence, he accompanies his
male guests as they suﬀer through the lifeless
anticipation of certain death, eventually leaving
the wistful narrator in complete, ill-fated
isolation.
Self-Hypnotism Leslie M. Lecron 1970
After Sex? Janet Halley 2011 Prominent
participants in the development of queer theory
explore the ﬁeld in relation to their own
intellectual itineraries, reﬂecting on its
accomplishments, limitations, and critical
potential.
Aesthetics of Gentriﬁcation Gerard F.
Sandoval 2021-02-19 Gentriﬁcation is reshaping
cities worldwide, resulting in seductive spaces
and exclusive communities that aspire to
innovation, creativity, sustainability, and
technological sophistication. Gentriﬁcation is also
contributing to growing social-spatial division and
urban inequality and precarity. In a time of
ambientes-new-queer-latino-writing

escalating housing crisis, unaﬀordable cities, and
racial tension, scholars speak of ecogentriﬁcation, techno-gentriﬁcation, supergentriﬁcation, and planetary-gentriﬁcation to
describe the diﬀerent forms and scales of
involuntary displacement occurring in vulnerable
communities in response to current patterns of
development and the hype-driven discourses of
the creative city, smart city, millennial city, and
sustainable city. In this context, how do
contemporary creative practices in art,
architecture, and related ﬁelds help to produce or
resist gentriﬁcation? What does gentriﬁcation
look and feel like in speciﬁc sites and
communities around the globe, and how is that
appearance or feeling implicated in promoting
stylized renewal to a privileged public? In what
ways do the aesthetics of gentriﬁcation express
contested conditions of migration and mobility?
Addressing these questions, this book examines
the relationship between aesthetics and
gentriﬁcation in contemporary cities from
multiple, comparative, global, and transnational
perspectives.
Historical Dictionary of U.S. Latino Literature
Francisco A. Lomelí 2016-12-27 The Historical
Dictionary of U.S. Latino Literature contains a
chronology, an introduction, and a bibliography.
The dictionary section has cross-referenced
entries on U.S. Latino/a authors, and terms
relevant to the nature of U.S. Latino literature.
Men of the Mean Streets: Gay Noir Greg
Herren 2011-08-01 Noir has always been one of
the most popular—and darkest—sub-genres of
the mystery ﬁeld. Following in the footsteps of
such masters of the form as James M. Cain,
Raymond Chandler, and Dashiell Hammett, some
of the top writers of gay mystery explore this
territory of amoral tough guys with a cynical view
of the world by giving classic noir a gay twist.
Edited by award winning author/editors Greg
Herren and J.M. Redmann, Men of the Mean
Streets changes the face of gay mystery—and
the reader may never look at gay life and culture
in the same way again.
An Argentine Passion John King 2000 The ﬁrst
major study of Maria Luisa Bemberg's work.
Men on the Verge of a His-panic Breakdown
Guillermo A. Reyes 1999 "This series of comedic
monologues, which the New York Times called
"Glorious," chronicles the lives of various Latino
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immigrants dealing with transcultural shock of
race and gender identity known as the "Hispanic
breakdown." The play is bracketed by the
misadventures of the naive Frederico or "The Gay
Little Immigrant That Could" who arrives in Los
Angeles during the ﬁrst day of the 1992 riots and
believes he's witnessing the ﬁlming of another
Lethal Weapon sequel. Other characters include
Vinnie, a kept boy being asked to leave the home
of his wealthy sugar daddy because he's turned
30; Edward, a Latino actor passing for Anglo who
gets a Latino part and has to deal with his real
identity; the Demon Roommate, a lonely young
man with an apartment a little too close to the
airport; Paco, a Cuban restauranteur who was
imprisoned by the Communists in Cuba for being
gay and has now been exiled by his right-wing
Miami family for the same reason; the Teacher, a
stuﬀy, sexually repressed English-language
instructor who abuses his Latino students when
they can't learn properly the "language of
Princess Di"; and La Gitana, a drag Flamenco
dancer struggling with AIDS as he stages his ﬁnal
performance. The play ends with Federico's ﬁnal
misadventure as he tells of his newly found
romance, a better job and his acquisition of
citizenship in a grand, positive ﬁnale. "Some of
the characters seem to be hanging onto their
American existence by a thread, but make no
mistake, these are tough, tenacious men.""-Publisher's description.
International technical guidance on
sexuality education UNESCO 2018-01-15
Who’s Yer Daddy? Jim Elledge 2012-12-05 Who’s
Yer Daddy? oﬀers readers of gay male literature
a keen and engaging journey. In this anthology,
thirty-nine gay authors discuss individuals who
have inﬂuenced them—their inspirational
“daddies.” The essayists include ﬁction writers,
poets, and performance artists, both honored
masters of contemporary literature and those
just beginning to blaze their own trails. They ﬁnd
their artistic ancestry among not only literary
icons—Walt Whitman, Oscar Wilde, André Gide,
Frank O’Hara, James Baldwin, Edmund
White—but also a roster of ﬁgures whose
creative territories are startlingly wide and vital,
from Botticelli to Bette Midler to Captain Kirk.
Some writers chronicle an entire tribal council of
mentors; others describe a transformative
encounter with a particular individual, including
ambientes-new-queer-latino-writing

teachers and friends whose guidance or example
cracked open their artistic selves. Perhaps most
moving are the handful of writers who answered
the question literally, writing intimately of their
own fathers and their literary inheritance. This
rich volume presents intriguing insights into the
contemporary gay literary aesthetic. Winner,
LGBT Nonﬁction Anthology, Lambda Literary
Awards
Beautiful Bottom, Beautiful Shame Kathryn
Bond Stockton 2006-07-19 DIVThe relationship
between black queer subjects and debasement
as portrayed within popular culture texts and
ﬁlms./div
The Greatest Performance Elias Miguel Munoz
1991-06-30 The Greatest Performance is the
ironic title of this deceptively simple, intense,
poetic novel of exile. Two soul mates recount to
each other their stories of living on the margins
of family, country, and sexual identity. Their
struggle for love and psychological integrity take
us from Cuba to Spain and to the United States
where increased freedom is accompanied by
culture conﬂict and the very real threat of AIDS.
The Greatest Performance is alternately
touching, humorous, and shocking. It is truly
memorable literature.
The Cambridge Companion to Latina/o
American Literature John Morán González
2016-05-20 This Companion presents key texts,
authors, themes, and contexts of Latina/o
literature and highlights its increasing
signiﬁcance in world literature.
The Latino Body Lazaro Lima 2007-08-01 The
Latino Body tells the story of the United States
Latino body politic and its relation to the state:
how the state conﬁgures Latino subjects and how
Latino subjects have in turn altered the state.
Lázaro Lima charts the interrelated groups that
deﬁne themselves as Latinos and examines how
these groups have responded to calls for unity
and nationally shared conceptions of American
cultural identity. He contends that their
responses, in times of cultural or political crisis,
have given rise to profound cultural
transformations, enabling the so-called “Latino
subject“ to emerge. Analyzing a variety of
cultural, literary, artistic, and popular texts from
the nineteenth century to the present, Lima
dissects the ways in which the Latino body has
been imagined, dismembered, and reimagined
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HIV/AIDS epidemic, and struggling for awareness.
The Tower of the Antilles Achy Obejas
2017-07-04 PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist: A
“superb story collection” about America and
Cuba, escape and return, and history and hope
(Los Angeles Times). Longlisted for The Story
Prize One of Electric Literature’s Best Short Story
Collections of the Year In “Superman,” several
possible story lines emerge about a 1950s
Havana sex-show superstar who disappeared as
soon as the revolution triumphed. “North/South”
portrays a migrant family trying to cope with
separation and the eventual disintegration of
blood ties. “The Cola of Oblivion” follows a young
woman who returns to Cuba and inadvertently
uncorks a history of accommodation and betrayal
among the family members who stayed behind
during the revolution. And in the title story, an
interrogation reveals a series of fantasies about
escape and a history of futility. The Cubans in
Achy Obejas’ story collection are haunted by
islands: the island they ﬂed, the island they’ve
created, the island they were taken to or forced
from, the island they long for, the island they
return to, and the island that can never be home
again. “[A] memorable short ﬁction collection.”
—Publishers Weekly “By turns searing and subtly
magical . . . Obejas’ plots are ambushing, her
characters startling, her metaphors fresh, her
humor caustic, and her compassion potent in
these intricate and haunting stories of
displacement, loss, stoicism, and realization.”
—Booklist “Obejas writes with gentleness,
without ﬂashy wording or gimmicks, about
people trying to ﬁgure out where they belong.”
—Los Angeles Review of Books

anew, providing one of the ﬁrst comprehensive
accounts of the construction of Latino cultural
identity in the United States.
Queer Brown Voices Uriel Quesada 2015-09-01 In
the last three decades of the twentieth century,
LGBT Latinas/os faced several forms of
discrimination. The greater Latino community did
not often accept sexual minorities, and the
mainstream LGBT movement expected everyone,
regardless of their ethnic and racial background,
to adhere to a speciﬁc set of priorities so as to
accommodate a “uniﬁed” agenda. To disrupt the
cycle of sexism, racism, and homophobia that
they experienced, LGBT Latinas/os organized
themselves on local, state, and national levels,
forming communities in which they could ﬁght for
equal rights while simultaneously staying true to
both their ethnic and sexual identities. Yet
histories of LGBT activism in the 1970s, 1980s,
and 1990s often reduce the role that Latinas/os
played, resulting in misinformation, or ignore
their work entirely, erasing them from history.
Queer Brown Voices is the ﬁrst book published to
counter this trend, documenting the eﬀorts of
some of these LGBT Latina/o activists.
Comprising essays and oral history interviews
that present the experiences of fourteen activists
across the United States and in Puerto Rico, the
book oﬀers a new perspective on the history of
LGBT mobilization and activism. The activists
discuss subjects that shed light not only on the
organizations they helped to create and operate,
but also on their broad-ranging experiences of
being racialized and discriminated against,
ﬁghting for access to health care during the
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